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Use of clinical-grade human induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) lines as a starting material for the generation of cellular therapeutics requires demonstration of comparability of lines derived from different
individuals and in different facilities. This requires agreement on the critical quality attributes of such lines
and the assays that should be used. Working from established recommendations and guidance from the
International Stem Cell Banking Initiative for human embryonic stem cell banking, and concentrating on
those issues more relevant to iPSCs, a series of consensus workshops has made initial recommendations on
the minimum dataset required to consider an iPSC line of clinical grade, which are outlined in this report.
Continued evolution of this field will likely lead to revision of these guidelines on a regular basis.
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Comparability of ‘clinical-grade’ induced pluripotent stem cells
Since the derivation of human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) [1], there has been much interest in the
development of clinical-grade cell lines suitable for use as a starting material for the manufacture of novel cellular
therapies [2]. Realization of this objective is contingent on the ability to demonstrate comparability between cell
lines, and the products manufactured therefrom, derived from different donors (whether autologous or allogeneic),
between those derived by different manufacturers and between different passages of the same cell line. Demonstration of comparability is dependent on agreement on the critical quality attributes (CQAs), in other words, those
physical, chemical or biological properties that should be within an appropriate limit, range or distribution needed
to ensure quality and safety of the product for its intended use. In addition, consideration needs to be given to the
assays that should be used to measure these parameters and the standards and tolerances that should be applied [3].
While there is general agreement that CQAs in respect of iPSCs include identity, microbiological sterility, genetic
ﬁdelity and stability, viability, characterization and potency, a survey of 16 facilities involved in iPSC manufacturing
showed wide variation in parameters, assays and standards, highlighting differences between institutions as to what
would constitute a clinical-grade iPSC line.
Consequently, a series of workshops was convened in order to build greater communal understanding and
agreement about what should be considered CQAs for clinical-grade iPSC lines and what quality control assays
should be applied. The ﬁrst of these workshops was held in Boston (MA, USA) on 18 June 2017, where it was
agreed that the work of the International Stem Cell Banking Initiative provided a critical starting point [4], but that
there were some areas where further clariﬁcation was required. The second workshop was held in Shefﬁeld (UK)
on 5 October 2017 and discussed each CQA and applicable assays and standards, and whether these should be
mandatory, for information only, or not required.
This report aims to summarize the key conclusions from the two workshops and to provide an international
consensus on CQAs and minimum testing requirements for clinical-grade iPSC lines across identity, microbiological
sterility, genetic ﬁdelity and stability, viability, characterization and potency. A summary of the conclusions of this
workshop is also included in Table 1, with explanatory comments.

Critical quality attributes & recommended test methods for clinical-grade iPSC lines
It is easier to achieve agreement around common standards at the start of development of a ﬁeld rather than try
to impose them once the ﬁeld starts to mature, when individual groups have implemented their own standards
and controls. Consequently, the Global Alliance for iPSC Therapies (GAiT) [5] facilitates the development of
global clinical-grade iPSC standards by community engagement and consensus building as the ﬁrst step in the
development of an international network of clinical-grade iPSC haplobanks, which itself will support the global
application of iPSC-derived cellular therapeutics.
When considering the rationale for setting clinical-grade iPSC critical quality attributes, each test should be
considered for the information it provides with regard to risk during clinical translation and to comprehensively
understand the consequences that may arise from such testing. All testing on seed, master and working cell banks
should be performed by accredited and licensed laboratories where available. Where this is not possible, validation
and qualiﬁcation of in-house assays and where possible comparability exercises with other laboratories should be
undertaken.

Identity

The risk of inadvertent switching of lines and cross contamination of lines with other cell lines necessitates a
stringent assay for cell line identiﬁcation [6,7].
Short tandem repeat analysis
Single tandem repeat (STR) genotyping of source tissue or cells and iPSC seed and master cell banks is recommended
using a commercially available kit performed by an accredited laboratory.
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Table 1. Critical quality attributes for induced pluripotent stem cells.
Attribute

Test

Status

Recommended analytical
method

Acceptance criteria

Identity

STR

Mandatory

STR profiles
Performed by accredited
laboratory on donor starting
material and lots

Identical

Microbiological sterility

Mycoplasma

Mandatory

Qualified qPCR or culture
(broth/agar or Vero
inoculation/DNA stain) method
Use of pharmacopeial methods
USP⬍63⬎, Ph.Eur.2.6.7 and
JP17⬍G3⬎

Negative

Bacteriology

Mandatory

Use of pharmacopeial methods
USP⬍71⬎ and ⬍61⬎,
Ph.Eur.2.6.27 and 2.6.1,
JP17⬍4.05⬎ and ⬍4.06⬎

Negative

Viral testing

Mandatory

Based on risk assessment of
starting and raw materials
Use pharmacopeial methods
USP⬍1237⬎, Ph.Eur.2.6.16,
JP17⬍G3⬎

Negative

Endotoxin

Endotoxin

Mandatory

Use pharmacopeial methods
USP⬍85⬎, Ph.Eur.2.6.14,
JP17⬍4.01⬎

Negative

Genetic fidelity & stability

Residual vector testing

Mandatory

Appropriate specific assay to be Negative
used

Karyotype

Mandatory

G Banding

Normal (diploid)
≥20 metaphases

Dye exclusion test or flow
cytometry
Use pharmacopeial methods
USP⬍1046⬎, Ph.Eur.2.7.29

⬎60%

Viability

Characterization

Potency

SNP arrays

For information

WGS/WES cancer associated
panels and other genetic, and
disease marker analysis

For information

Viability

Mandatory

Doubling time

Not required
Data may be added for
information

Cell debris

Not required

Flow cytometry

Mandatory

A minimum of two markers
Markers should typically be
from an accepted panel (SSEA4, positive on ⬎80% of cells in the
TRA1-60, OCT4, Nanog, etc.).
Master Cell Bank
Use pharmacopeial methods
USP⬍1027⬎, Ph.Eur.2.7.24

Immuno-cytochemistry

For information

Differentiated cells

Not required, for information

Phenotypic

Mandatory

EB formation and/or directed
differentiation.
Teratoma formation not
required as a potency assay

Molecular

For information

Pluritest™ or hPSC Scorecard™

Demonstration of cells from all
three germ layers

Microbiological sterility

Due to the nature of the stem cell based products – living cells that themselves cannot be sterilized – microbiological
sterility is of the highest importance in delivering therapies. An overall microbiological control strategy that will
not only rely on ﬁnished product testing is recommended.
Mycoplasma
iPSC banks should be tested for mycoplasma using US, European, Japanese pharmacopeia or otherwise nationally
accredited pharmacopeia methods. Potential limitations of particular tests are sensitivity and test inhibition [8].
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Challenge or spiking tests for these tests will be listed in pharmacopeia and should be carried out. The tests could
be PCR-, broth-, culture- or VERO incubation-based.
Bacteriology
Standard bacterial and fungal sterility tests recommended in pharmacopeia in different countries are similar. The
tests could be broth- or culture-based but must be recommended by pharmacopeia for the jurisdiction in which
the work is being undertaken.
While molecular methods could be used in addition to broth- and culture-based tests, they cannot be used
instead of pharmacopeia recommended tests.
Viral testing
All mandatory tests for human adventitious agents should be performed (i.e., testing for hepatitis B virus, hepatitis
C tests [HCV], human immunodeﬁciency virus and nucleic acid testing). In the case of non-xeno-free culture
reagents, appropriate nonhuman adventitious agent testing should be considered.
Endotoxin
While a pharmacopeia accredited test for endotoxin is suggested, limits to sensitivity and speciﬁcity and use of
appropriate international standard reference materials should be considered.
Genetic fidelity & stability

Genetic change in iPSCs, or a product derived therefrom, is of concern as it raises potential hazards around cell
transformation and the risk of causing malignancy in patients.
Residual vector testing
Testing for the presence of reprogramming vectors is considered mandatory as there are potential safety issues if
vectors have integrated into the host genome.
Initial recommendations cover reprogramming by episomal vectors [9,10], as currently, this is the reprogramming
technique most commonly considered for generating clinical-grade iPSC lines. Procedures for showing transgene
clearance by Sendai virus or mRNA methods are currently being developed and may be included in the second
iteration of these guidelines. As there are no accredited laboratories that offer this assay for iPSCs, particular
attention should be paid to the design and validation of any ‘in-house’ assays used for this purpose.
It is recommended that an acceptance threshold of ≤1 plasmid copy per 100 cells is used, similar to that used for
high-quality research-grade iPSC line collections. Clearance to this level must be demonstrated in seed and master
cell banks.
Further considerations include:
• Testing platform: to increase accuracy and reduce the possibility of false-positive results, the use of quantitative
PCR using sequence-speciﬁc labeling chemistry, for example, Taqman™ is recommended, rather than those such
as SYBR™ green that bind all dsDNA.
• Two different regions, common to all plasmids used in the reprogramming system, should be chosen as speciﬁc
targets, for example, OriP, EBNA, CAG sequences.
• A standard curve should be prepared in a carrier of gDNA rather than water to accurately represent the test
reactions. Ideally, gDNA from a well-characterized human pluripotent stem cell (hPSC) line (e.g., WA09) should
be used.
• Internal reference gDNA sequences should be incorporated to allow quantiﬁcation, for example, RNaseP, hTERT.
This is particularly important for the calculation of plasmid copies per cell.
• Sensitivity should allow detection of ≤1 plasmid copy per 100 cells and standard curve(s) should be prepared to
include samples at least 1 log below this level to demonstrate the limit of detection.
Karyotype
Standard methods, procedures and recommended terms for the reporting of the karyological analysis of researchgrade human pluripotent stem cells have previously been published [4]. Long-term culture of human embryonic
stem cells (hESCs) has shown that pluripotent stem cells (PSCs) can accumulate culture-driven mutations [11] and
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it has been proposed that iPSCs may be more genetically unstable than other PSC populations [12]; therefore,
particular attention should be paid to genomic integrity [13].
To test for karyotype, it is recommended that a representative aliquot be resuscitated according to best practice
and cultured for 48–72 h before cells are harvested for karyotypic analysis. A 20-metaphase karyotypic analysis is
recommended since it is a universal clinical standard and is widely accepted by regulators worldwide, giving 95%
certainty of diploidy [14,15].
If an abnormality is found in the ﬁrst 20 karyotypes, the analysis should be repeated on a fresh sample. If the
abnormalities are also detected in the second sample then the line itself is deemed abnormal.
It is recommended that repeated abnormalities, in other words, an abnormality has been seen in a line before,
be recorded when listing the karyotypic data.
Single nucleotide polymorphism arrays
Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays offer >50-times higher resolution than standard karyology [16] and
so enable detection of subchromosomal changes and copy-neutral loss of heterozygosity events that have previously
been identiﬁed in hESC cultures and can also signify cellular transformation. SNP arrays are now standard practice
as a ﬁrst-tier test for diagnostic clinical diagnostic cytogenetics.
It is recommended that SNP analysis be carried out by an accredited laboratory for information only.
Genetic & disease marker analysis
Whole genome analysis and other genetic and disease marker analysis will not be mandatory but when voluntarily
collected can be reported ‘for information only’. The current inability to clinically interpret a large portion of
such data can cause signiﬁcant confusion. Furthermore, regulators do not currently require this information. It
is recommended that whole exome sequencing is performed to the highest level of coverage and depth available
(ideally ≥50× mean coverage) as a process quality measure and planned to watch developments in the ISCI
discussions on functional associations of genetic change with in vitro and in vivo cell behavior.
There is currently some concern in the scientiﬁc community about the relevance of speciﬁc cancer-associated
changes that might occur during iPSC derivation and culture. For example, mutations in TP53 have been reported [17,18]; however, the clinical signiﬁcance of these changes in PSC is unclear and as such it is advised that
WGS/WES data are screened using information from collated panels of such mutations, for example, COSMIC
or Shibata lists [19,20], and that these data be retained for information with the cell line ﬁle and also submitted to a
database of clinical iPSC lines. In this way, scientiﬁc evidence of the impact of these mutations can be correlated with
derivation, culture and differentiation capacity. We acknowledge that the speciﬁc risks posed by genetic mutations
may differ dependent on context and ﬁnal differentiated cell type which should be considered by ﬁnal product
manufacturers.

Viability

Measurement of cell viability is important to giving an appropriate and consistent dosage of cells to the patient. A
technique for assessing cell viability should be selected that gives a suitable read out for the cell type in question.
Viability
It is recommended that viability should be quantiﬁed using a validated method, and that a cell viability test be
carried out on iPSC cultures 48 h after resuscitation.
Doubling time
Doubling time provides useful information and can provide assurance of genetic stability over time but is not
considered mandatory. It is recommended that the number of passages that the cells have undergone also be
recorded; however, as passage ratios and seeding density can dramatically vary, cumulative population doublings is
a more accurate reﬂection of the replicative history of the cells and should be used wherever possible.
Cell debris
Recording the presence or absence of cell debris is not required, as it is highly unlikely that it will have an impact
on the ﬁnal medicinal product.
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Characterization

From a safety perspective, it is important to characterize iPSCs to manage the risk associated with the presence of
atypical or spontaneously differentiating cells.
Flow cytometry
Immunophenotyping with a minimum of two markers from the standard hPSC panel (positive for OCT4, TRA1-60, TRA-1-81, SSEA-3, SSEA-4, Sox2, Nanog) is mandatory. A combination of one intracellular (e.g., OCT4,
SOX2 or Nanog) and one extracellular (e.g., SSEA-4 or TRA-1-60) should be used. Additional markers can also be
included for information only. Positive marker expression proﬁles consistent with hPSC should be seen in >70%
of cells. Due to the subjectivity associated with setting ﬂow threshold markers, there is a need to agree a common
ﬁxed and validated analysis template.
Characterization data for information and speciﬁcations for seed stocks of research-grade hPSC lines have
previously been published [4] and it is recommended that this is used for information only.
A description of the culture regime used should be supplied with the ﬂow cytometry data, as different culture
systems inﬂuence relative expression patterns of pluripotent stem cell markers.
Immunocytochemistry
Immunocytochemistry for human PSC-speciﬁc markers is not mandatory, but if such characterization is undertaken,
a record of such analysis should be retained for information only. Again, a description of the culture regime would
also be helpful as this will inﬂuence relative expression levels. As for ﬂow analysis, a combination of intracellular
and extracellular markers is preferred.
Differentiated cells
Characterizing the identity of differentiated cells within the iPSC line is not recommended.
Potency

Potency is the qualitative measure of the biological activity of the cells, which is linked to relevant biological
properties of the product. Risks associated with inadequate control of iPSC potency include lack of product
efﬁcacy, tissue chimerism and inappropriate cell function.
Phenotypic pluripotency assays
Self-renewal and undifferentiated cell markers are often used as surrogates to assess pluripotency but there is a need
to functionally test for pluripotency. Embryoid body formation or directed differentiation of monolayer cultures to
produce cell types representative of all three embryonic germ layers should be performed. Any data that demonstrate
marker expression for endoderm, mesoderm and endoderm are sufﬁcient.
Culture conditions can also affect differentiation potential and should be reported with the pluripotency data.
Propensity of individual lines for differentiating into different lineages can be captured and reported for information
but is not mandatory.
The teratoma formation/severe combined immune-deﬁcient (SCiD) mouse injection assay for pluripotency is
not mandatory as it does not give an acceptable degree of reproducibility [4,21]. Repeated assessment with this test
may not be feasible for routine testing due to the high expense of breeding and keeping such immunocompromised
lab animals is also not likely to garner ethical approval [22].
Molecular pluripotency assays
Molecular-, mRNA array- or RNA-Seq-based gene expression assays that may predict functional pluripotency are
available as commercial services. The most widely accepted and available of these are Pluritest™ [23] and hPSC
ScoreCard™ [24]. Demonstration of pluripotency by one of these methods is for information at this stage in the
development of the ﬁeld.
Conclusion
This paper reports an international consensus on CQAs and minimum testing requirements for clinical-grade
iPSC lines. Further testing is suggested for information. However, it should be noted that the science in this ﬁeld
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continues to advance very quickly and these guidelines will continue to evolve in line with developments in scientiﬁc
understanding and developments in technology and best practice.
The Global Alliance for iPSC Therapies is committed to continue building consensus around standards for iPSC
manufacturing in order to accelerate the development and delivery of the next generation of cellular therapies to
the beneﬁt of patients worldwide.
Future perspective
If the potential of iPSC-derived therapeutics is to be realized, it is critical that the starting materials (the clinical-grade
iPSC lines), the manufacturing processes and the cellular therapy products themselves are extensively characterized
and understood. Demonstration of comparability between different iPSC lines (and the products derived therefrom)
requires agreement on CQAs and standardization of the analytics used to evaluate these. In a fast-moving ﬁeld
such as this, these standards are bound to evolve in response to improvement in our scientiﬁc understanding and
experience in analytic and process development, manufacturing and eventual clinical application. This consensus
view should therefore be seen as initial and provisional but is likely to require frequent revision in the years to come.
The development of automation, closed cell systems and validated testing protocols should support the industrialization of manufacture of clinical-grade iPSC lines either for autologous or allogeneic use [25]. Demonstration of
comparability, standardization and validation of such systems will be critical to the global adoption of iPSC-derived
therapies.
Executive summary
• Demonstration of comparability of clinical-grade induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) is essential and requires
an agreement of critical quality attributes, validation of suitable assays and the development of standards.
• Consensus building to standardize iPSC manufacturing should assist efficient translation of iPSC technology to
clinics worldwide.
• A series of workshops was convened with the aim of agreeing upon an initial set of recommendations around
testing for identity, sterility, genetic fidelity and stability, viability, characterization and potency.
• Guidance for approved QC testing methods for some of these parameters is available from the relevant sections
of pharmacopeia and these have been listed. For other parameters, the community will now need to develop
appropriate standards and validation approaches.
• Periodic revision of the criteria will be necessary, in line with developments in scientific understanding,
technology and best practice.
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